UC - Berkeley Campus Tour & Fellowship Leader
The mission of GPI US is to empower today’s youth to thrive in a global world through educational study
abroad programs. Our top-quality programs challenge, inspire, and educate our students to be better
prepared for globalization. Many of our programs focus on global issues, leadership, cross-cultural
understanding, problem solving, and communicative English. We aim to maximize students’ experiences
through thought-provoking seminars, engaging classes, excursions, conversations with peers, and
practical discussion.
GPI US is seeking a UC-Berkeley student or graduate who is interested in sharing their UC-Berkeley
experience with Japanese high school students visiting and learning in the San Francisco Bay Area.
Interest in global education and Japanese culture and experience living abroad is a plus.

Duties Include:
•

•

•

Leading a one-hour Fellowship in either a small discussion group or in front of a larger group in a
panel-style discussion
o Topics of discussion should range from empowering/motivating personal stories to your
daily life to why you chose UC-Berkeley
o The fellowship is not an admissions session, but a more personal perspective on UCBerkeley and college life
o If students have trouble asking meaningful questions, we welcome you to guide the
session
Leading a one-hour Tour of the campus for 5 – 15 students
o The tour will be unique and personal, based on your time at UC-Berkeley. It can range
from showing your favorite café or reading spot to your dorm or favorite classroom
o The tour is not a Wikipedia history tour, although taking time for some famous photo
spots and ancient UC-Berkeley myths and legends is always welcome
Being able to engage students and draw out questions from students during the Fellowship and
Tour

Requirements:
•
•
•

Applicants should have an interest in education, international culture, global issues, travel, and/or
Japan.
Applicants must be fluent in English.
Applicants must be a current student or graduate of UC-Berkeley

Dates & Compensation:
•
•

There are several 2-hour opportunities throughout the month of July and August, 2019.
Compensation is $100 for the 2-hour Campus Tour & Fellowship.

To Apply:
Please email a resume and cover letter to Kiyoshi Mana at Kmana@gpius.net. For more information about
GPI US, please visit our website at www.gpius.net or our Facebook page at www.Facebook.com/gpiusinc.

